
Ms. Ford....Class Newsletter....November 8th 

 

Math: The children have been reading and creating graphs, including pictographs, bar graphs, 

and line plots. They have been making decisions on the appropriate scale and title for each.  

 

In our number corner we continue to learn about polygons, symmetry, congruency, and 

regularity of shapes. We are learning about acute, obtuse, and right angles. Also, in the number 

corner, the children are learning to make estimations and solve problems using metric 

measurement of volume.  

 

The children can work up to page 45 in their Math Connections book.  

 

Math tests from the last few months are coming home. Also, you will find in your child’s 

Wednesday folder optional “Olympiad” homework options. There is no due dates for this 

assignment. More additional math options will be coming home soon. When and if your child 

completes the Olympiad pages, have them bring it back to school to get another one.  

 

Reading: The children have been working on a “Wanted Poster” as a final product to our mystery 

unit. Next week we will begin our unit on nonfiction reading.  

 

Writing: We have completed our unit on personal narratives. The children had a chance to share 

these pieces with classmates. They took great pride in work well done! We are now learning 

about paragraph writing as building blocks for our next writing genre, information writing. They 

have written several paragraphs this week. They have reviewed and practiced writing paragraphs 

with topic sentences that include the main idea of the paragraph, several supporting details, and a 

concluding sentence.   

 

Science: Two Fridays ago, the children enjoyed our Fabulous Friday centers. They played 

“Galaxy Search” and learned about coordinate pairs. At another center, they listened to 

constellation myths and started to create one of their own. They completed a planets poster 

which is hanging in the classroom now.  However, making rice krispie asteroids still tends to be 

a favorite center. Many thanks to our parent volunteers. You make science fun! 

 

It was great to see many of you last week. I hope you got a feel for what we are up to in third 

grade. Also, my hope is that you got a clear picture of your child’s accomplishments and the 

goals laid out ahead of them. Our school and home connection is enhancing learning in a big 

way.  

 

Many, many thanks for the new books from the Book Fair! There is nothing better than that new 

book smell to get you excited to dive into a new book. 

 

Very best, 

Alaleh Ford 

aford@piedmont.k12.ca.us 
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Ways to help with writing... 

 Encourage your child to read their (homework) post-it note out loud to you or to themselves. You could 

also read what they have written out loud to them. Ask them, “Is that a complete thought?”  “Does it make 

sense to the reader or could you add something?” 

 Encourage your child to check for capitals and end marks after they have written down their thoughts. 

(Although capitalization and punctuation are very important, we don’t want them to get in the way of 

writing a good idea down. After your child has gotten their idea down, have them reread to edit. Gradually, 

it will become more automatic.) 

 Encourage your child to find one or two words to rewrite with correct spelling after they have written down 

their thoughts.  (Again, spelling is very important, but we don’t want it to get in the way of writing a good 

idea down. After your child has gotten their idea down, have them edit a few words. Gradually, it will 

become more automatic.) 

 Have your child use post-it notes with lines on them if they are having a hard time with the small ones with 

no lines.  

 Encourage your child to tell you a story and if something is unclear ask for some clarification. Sometimes 

children don’t know what the listener doesn’t know.  

 When you are reading with your child, point out the times that the author has done an amazing job. 

Pointing out the “author’s craft” will help them in their writing. 

 

Ways to help with reading ... 

 Please encourage your child to reread the homework page glued in their homework notebook before they 

write their stop-and-jot. The homework is a review of what we have done in class.   

 Ask your child to tell you about what they are reading. Ask them about the problem or challenge in the 

book. If they cannot tell you much, it could be that the book is too hard for them.  

 If your child wants to read a book that is too hard for them, read it with them. Discuss parts or words that 

are tricky. This would happen in addition to them reading a just-right-book independently.  

 Have your child listen to books on tape.  

 Help your child set up routines to bring homework back completed and more regularly.  

 

How can I help with math? 

 Make sure your child is completing the REQUIRED five minutes a day (or 20 minutes a week) math fact 

practice. 

 Encourage your child to work on the Home Connection Book. 

 Use the following steps to help with word problems: 

 

1. Read once- to get a feel for the problem.  

You may ask yourself, “Is this a problem about baking, money, traveling, sharing, or etc?” Start Acting the 

problem out in your head. 
 

    2. Reread- to show what you know. 

Read the problem section by section and start taking simple notes on what you understand. In other words, 

you are either writing notes on all your knowns and unknowns or drawing simple pictures/ diagrams/models 

to understand the problem better. 

     3. Reread one last time before you jump into solving. 
Decide where to START,  

how to STAY ORGANIZED,  

and which method is the most EFFICIENT.  

 

4. Solve the problem.  

5.  Go back to look over your work.  

 Does your answer make sense? Is it a reasonable answer? 

 Did you answer all the parts to the question? 

 Did you show how you figured it out?  

 Did you include an equation? 

 Do you have all the units? 


